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A poor fisherman caught fish to feed his family, but one day he caught one small fish. He offered this
fish to his son named Hasan. The young man took the fish and threw it in the river. The father shouted,
“You will not eat now!” The same thing happened on the second day and the third day. One small fish
was caught, and Hasan tossed this same fish back into the river. After this repeated act, the father cast
his son out of the house with a bit of bread and a little water.
While traveling, Hasan came upon a dervish or known as a Muslim hermit known for having visions and
prophecies. This dervish asked Hasan for some water. Hasan shared his water and even the bread. The
dervish offered to travel with Hasan and inquire for food in the village to feed them both. When they got
to the village, Hasan was left alone while the dervish went to the coffeehouse for sustenance.
Meanwhile, the sultan’s daughter roamed the marketplace. Then, soldiers announced for everyone to
clear the marketplace so the sultan’s daughter could take a bath. Everyone left. Hasan stayed. The
sultan’s daughter was anxious to bathe and had Hasan arrested so she could proceed.
In that prison, Hasan dreamed of the sultan’s daughter. He thought of her so often that he became sick.
The dervish learned of Hasan’s plight from the villagers. At night, the dervish snuck to the prison and
discovered Hasan’s love for the sultan’s daughter of which no medicine could cure. The dervish visited
Hasan and determined a way for Hasan to still see the sultan’s daughter. The dervish took two hairs
from Hasan and chanted the Kursi chapter of the Koran. The dervish then took a can of kohl. With the
dip stick, the dervish placed kohl on Hasan’s eyelashes and wrote words on the eyelashes and forehead.
Hasan wondered what was done. The dervish explained that this made Hasan invisibile. Though, Hasan
was to behave as God would still know his actions.
Hasan easily slipped by guards and headed straight to the quarters of the sultan’s daughter. Despite
being invisible, the sultan’s daughter sensed a presence in the room. She told her father. The sultan
ordered the doors and windows to be locked.
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The sultan asked around the village of someone who could solve the invisible visitor. An old woman
asked for some green corn cobs and buffalo dung. She built a fire in the room of the sultan’s daughter
and burned the cobs and dung. The smoke made Hasan’s eyes water and washed away the kohl.
Everyone could see him.
Hasan was arrested. A crier announced that Hasan’s head would be chopped off in the morning. The
dervish heard this announcement and sent a message to the sultan that Hasan is his son and wished
for the sultan’s daughter to marry him.
The sultan, not wanting to offend the dervish, called for his vizier to find Hasan. The vizier found the
dervish, and the dervish used his magics to create a beautiful palace. When the vizier asked who owned
the palace, the dervish said it was the vizier’s palace. The vizier decided to take a nap in this palace.
When he awoke, he was under a donkey, wet with urine. The solider found the vizier as he had been
gone for too long. The vizier begged for the soldiers not to tell the sultan.
The vizier asked for the sultan to go with him to see the dervish as the vizier thought the dervish would
be more respectful to the sultan.
The sultan agreed and eventually all three of them–the sultan, the vizier, and the dervish–went for a
walk. On that walk, the dervish created a different palace made of gold and silver. The sultan asked
whose palace it was and the dervish replied that it belonged to the sultan.
Inside this gold and silver palace was a marble bathtub. The sultan wished to take a bath. As soon as the
sultan went under the water, he transformed into a woman sitting by the edge of a river bank. A
Bedouin asked this woman (that was the sultan) where she came from.
The woman-sultan had no answer. With that, the Bedouin grabbed her arm. The woman-sultan
shouted, “I am the sultan! Hands off! The Bedouin ignored and dragged her to his home of three wives
and 20 children. The woman-sultan was forced to work. Everyone kicked her until she did the work and
did it the right way.
One day, the woman-sultan was given a large pile of clothes to watch at the river banks. When she
entered the water to wash, she was back in the marble tub and his regular sultan-self.
The vizier was at the edge of the bath and asked the sultan about it. The sultan insisted for the vizier to
take one. The vizier, knowing the danger of it, tried to find an excuse. Yet, the sultan insisted and the
vizier went in the water. The vizier turned into a woman on the river bank next to those dirty clothes.
The Bedouin beat the woman-vizier until all the washing was done. When the woman-vizier went deep
into that river, he returned as himself in the marble tub.
After the sultan and vizier had such experiences, the vizier advised the sultan to let the dervish’s son,
Hasan, marry the sultan’s daughter. The sultan agreed.
The marriage was celebrated for 40 days and 40 nights. During the celebration, the dervish leaned to
Hasan. “Do you remember tossing a small fish into the river three times? I was that fish.” The dervish
smiled. Hasan smiled. Perhaps you will smile, too.

